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A complete audio stand system 
ready for your components

The low profile (1.5" plinth height) 
design minimizes the total 

vertical height

Available in 1-shelf, 2-shelf, 3-shelf, 
4-shelf, 5-shelf, or more 

configurations to accommodate all 
of your components

Can support up to 
250 lb. per shelf

Infinitely reconfigurable system; you 
can add or remove additional 

shelves at any time

Available in black or silver finish. 
(Note: on silver EXRD Audio Stand 
Systems, the left and right sides, as 
well as the back of the plinth, are a 

black finish)

Available in any depth - 17" to 23"

EXRD Audio Stand System design is 
based on HRS technology that is 

fully compatible with all HRS 
Isolation Bases or HRS Chassis 

Noise Reduction Products

EXRD AUDIO STAND SYSTEM
a low noise f loor  is  fundamental

“The new EXRD brings the magic of a musical performance to a wider audience and a more extensive 

range of listening environment possibilities, while providing the same high performance and build 

quality you expect from HRS.”

The Patented EXRD Audio Stand System is built using the same custom 

HRS engineering technology as the EXR Audio Stand System. This 

system includes the proprietary HRS-constrained layer damping system 

for all horizontal shelf surfaces, custom-pressed resin fabric composite 

top and bottom plates as well as a plinth consisting of billet-machined 

aluminum front trim. The EXRD comprises a 42” wide shelf, allowing 

system configuration flexibility. It can support multiple components and 

a wide range of component sizes on a single surface. The EXRD also 

has a unique 5-leg asymmetrical vertical support system that increases 

frame stiffness and overall performance compared to traditional 3 or 

4-leg designs. The vertical structure of the EXRD Audio Stand System 

is a modular precision-machined aluminum support system with an 

HRS internal energy dissipation system. US Patent No. 11,751,682.

Emily McArdle, Sales/Production Coordinator
Harmonic Resolution Systems Inc.

Harmonic Resolution Systems (HRS) industry leading performance is derived 

from decades of engineering experience with audio, defense, and aerospace 

systems. All products are manufactured in the US by skilled craftsmen using 

superior techniques, exotic finishes, and proprietary materials. HRS is 

dedicated to producing the finest audio products in the world.

716.873.1437     SALES@AVISOLATION.COM     WWW.AVISOLATION.COM 

®

Note: All EXRD models are available in black or silver finish. Please contact your authorized HRS dealer 
with your desired system configuration.

EXRD-1942-1V        47 x 21 x 4.8      119.4 x 53.3 x 12.2         42 x 19     106.7 x 48.3   1 

EXRD-1942-2V        47 x 21 x 14.5    119.4 x 53.3 x 36.8         42 x 19     106.7 x 48.3 2

EXRD-1942-3V        47 x 21 x 24.2    119.4 x 53.3 x 61            42 x 19     106.7 x 48.3 3

EXRD-1942-4V        47 x 21 x 33.9    119.4 x 53.3 x 85.9         42 x 19     106.7 x 48.3 4

EXRD-1942-5V        47 x 21 x 43.6    119.4 x 53.3 x 110.5       42 x 19     106.7 x 48.3 5

   Model               Dimensions  (w x d x h)                           Shelf Size        Std. Number
                 in                        cm          in               cm           of Shelves    

HRS EXRD Audio Stand System Physical Characteristics
Height based on 8" component spacing
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HRS DEDICATION 
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